Let R be a principal ideal domain (PID), B a free i£-module and A a (necessarily free) submodule. Bases {a^jGJ} and {bi'.i^l} for A and B, respectively, are said to be stacked if JQI and for each jG J, there is an element m^R such that aj = mjbj. An obvious necessary condition for the existence of stacked bases is that B/A be a direct sum of cyclic modules. 
The proof is straightforward. Note that applying the corollary to the chain complex 0->A (ZB-+0 yields the original result.
The Stacked Bases Theorem is well known when B is finitely generated [3, p. 162 ], but the proof in the general case is quite different. In what follows, let us understand all modules to be over a fixed PID. A presentation J of a module C is a short exact sequence
in which B (and therefore also A) are free modules. The presentation is said to be stacked if LA and B have stacked bases. A subscript attached to £ indicates that the same subscript should be attached to the other characters. Direct sums of presentations are defined in the obvious way. The following lemmas indicate the division of labor in the proof. LEMMA X. Let %be a presentation of the direct sum C of cyclic torsion modules y and let C* be a finitely generated submodule of C. Then there is a splitting £ = £i©£2 such that C*CG and £1 is finitely generated and hence stacked.
LEMMA Y. Again let % be a presentation of the direct sum C of cyclic torsion modules, and let B* be a finitely generated submodule of B. Then there is a splitting £ = £i©£2 such that B*CBi and £1 is finitely generated and hence stacked.
LEMMA Z. Any presentation %ofa direct sum of cyclic modules is itself a direct sum of countably generated presentations.
The Stacked Bases Theorem follows trivially from these lemmas. For let ? be a presentation of the direct sum C of cyclic modules. By a simple argument, we may assume that C is a direct sum of cyclic torsion modules. By Lemma Z, we may assume that £ is countably generated. So let {61, 6 2 , • • • } be a countable basis for B. By Lemma Y, there is a splitting £ = £i©£2', such that &i£.Bi and such that £1 is finitely generated and hence stacked. Let b{ be the projection of b 2 into Bi. Then again by Lemma Y there is a splitting £ 2 ' =£2 ©£3', such that bi Ç:B 2 and such that £2 is finitely generated and hence stacked. Thus far we have £ = £iffi£2©£3', with both bi and b 2 in Bi®B 2 . Continuing in this way, we get a splitting £= ©£% £*, with each £»• finitely generated and hence stacked. Thus £ itself is stacked.
Details will appear in [l].
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